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Smiths Bentley/Rolls-Royce electro-mechanical clock Technical overview

Smiths In the late 1920s acquired a part of British Jaeger (Edmond Jaeger 1858 - 1922 was a
French manufacture and inventor and at the time Jaeger was making clocks, watches,
speedometers and other instruments and the name is still associated with clocks and watches). In
1931 Smiths enter the domestic English clock market and formed a new company, Smiths English
Clocks Ltd., the Clock and Watch division. In 1040s/50’s Smiths had 4 major companies, Smiths
Motor Accessories, Smiths Aircraft Instruments, Smiths Industrial Instruments, and Smiths English
Clocks. The electric car clocks were part of Smiths Motor Accessories. In the 1930s Smith sold
all the assets of its lighting, starting, ignition and magneto business to Lucas. Lucas and Smiths
made an agreement with respect to areas of work and development. This is why one will see
Lucas relays, switches, lights, generators/starters and not clocks in your motorcar, but will see
Smiths instruments, clocks and not Smiths relays or generators.

The original Smiths design is based on some of the most basic and fundamental mechanical and
electrical designs. As an example the clocks works are made of simple “V” cut gears wheels and
worm drives made by winding hard wire around a shaft and are basically implementations of
designs created by Archimedes dating back to around 250 B.C. The Smiths electric car clock was
actually a British Jaeger design (patent 1937 Electrical Apparatus 2084657 filed Feb 08, 1934, and
1950’s Electromagnetic timepiece filed Dec 11, 1944) that appears to be base on a 1928 Constant
Battegay patented design (1931’s Self-oscillating electric clock, 1826719, filed June 11, 1928 and
1934’s Double driving ring Escapement, 1965762 filed Jan15,1930) and these are just a couple of
the numerous patents these electric clocks are associated with.

Electromechanical clocks of the 30’s and 40’s used an escapement with an electromagnet
powered pendulum or a balance wheel, and a balance spring, escapement and electromagnet; to
wind a spring or lift a weight. The Smiths electric car
clock design of the 50s and 60s was a miniaturized
derivation of a basic design used on the electrical-
mechanical mantel and wall clock of the time. The
Smiths car clocks were electro-mechanical and uses
a balance wheel drive and balance spring in place of
the pendulum and an electromagnet in place of the
spring/gravity to regulate/keep time and power the
clock.

The balance wheel and hair spring work just as a normal mechanical clock system, and
incorporates a standard type adjustment for fast/slow operation. This is accomplished by
mechanically making the hair spring longer to allow the balance wheel to rotate more making the
clock go slower or shorter to make the clock go faster. This mechanical rotary oscillation
movement that keeps the time is not regulated and powered by an escapement and spring drive as
on a normal mechanical clock, but uses an electromagnet to power, sustain and replenish the
energy needed to keep the balance wheel moving. A coil of copper wire wrapped around a soft
iron core, with steel yoke arms provides the path for N/S magnetic flux to a proper area around the
balance wheel. The power for the electromagnet is controlled by a set of tungsten contacts, one is
a small round pin attached to the balance wheel and the other a small flat pin mounted on a pivot
arm that is spring loaded and secured to the clocks body. When energized by the proximity and
contact of the two contacts produces the magnet field that attracts and repulses a 3 armed steel
plate on the balance wheel.
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There are a number of
external configurations but
the clock works are all
about the same as
illustrated in the photos.

Clock design
considerations:

 Not 100% self
starting and
requires the time
adjust control to be pushed and rapidly released to activate the magnet coil, vibrate the
balance wheel and get the clocks system moving.

 The clock is equipped with a balance wheel and hair spring like ordinary mechanical clock,
but no main spring or escapement as in a normal mechanical clock. This clock uses a
magnet field to provide the energy needed to keep the balance wheel osculating and
keeping time.

 Failure are due to:
o Excess friction due to contamination lubricant

 Dust out of the air
 Moisture out of the air
 Byproducts of the spark from electrical contacts

o Electrical contact erosion
 Caused by the contact operation and arching during each cycle
 This can cause a notch to form in the tungsten material contact pin; that may

be cut to a point of not making electrical contact or the spring mounted
tungsten contact leaf can be eroded away.

o Electrical magnet coil failure
o Very low or no power to unit
o High friction due to bearing/pivot failure
o Helix pinion, wire on shaft that creates the pinion (Archimedes screw type)

becoming detached or not secured to the shaft
 The inherent design of the electrical contacts results in erosion of the contacts,

o The contacts must be designed to the low mass and allow the full 12V coils current
flow through this small area. A resistor or rectifier was installed in line with the coil to
reduce the effects. The leaf contact has excess length and can be extended to fix it.

 Rate of osculation and thus rate of time is proportional to the energy produced by the
magnet field that is to a point proportional to the voltage. At low voltages not as much
energy out of the electromagnet and the balance wheel doe’s not rotate as much making
the clock fast.

Lubrication: Balance shaft bearings- watch/clock oil (Moebius 8000 or equivalent)
Gear train- watch/clock oil (Moebius 8030 or equivalent)
Escapement and wheel – clock grease (Moebius 9415 or equivalent)

Power consumption: Initial start-up 1.3 milliamps (13.8V / 0.0013A= 10.6K Ohms)
Running, for 5minuts, less than 0.63 milliamps

Beats per hour: 16200 or 18000 depending or date made

The adjustment at the back marked “+” and “-”controls the length of the balance wheel hair spring
that controls/regulates the pace or rate for the clock. Turning the control to the “+” shortens the
spring making the balance wheel rotate quicker and makes the clock go faster. If the control is on
the front turning the screw counterclockwise has the same effect. The division on the scale are
about 3 minutes a day change in rate.
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The Smiths clock design was originally a Jaeger’s patented design in this system with balance
propulsion is brought about by a two-pole electro-magnet, reacting with a tri-polar moving element
which extends the full diameter of the balance. A contact pin of rare metal is carried by the
balance and is arranged to collide at each vibration with a contact member contact taking place
when the balance is travelling at practically its maximum velocity just before the centre line is
reached. With this action two of the balance poles are in a favorable position to be attracted over
two of the curved pole-pieces of the energizing electro-magnet, say from left to right. Since this
action takes place on both arcs, impulse occurs in both directions.

The clocks power source is an electro-magnet that converts
electrical energy into magnet energy. This is created with the
use of a multi turn magnet wire coil with the wire wrapped around
a plastic housing and with a C shaped iron core, resembles a
horseshoe magnet. This electromagnet is energized each time a
contact on the balance wheels comes in contact with the
hairspring contact mounted on the clock works frame.

When an electric current is passed through the wire of a circular
coil a magnetic field around the conductor, due to Ampere's law,
increases the strength of magnetic field produced by a given
current. The more turns of wire, the stronger the field produced,
due to Faraday's law of induction. The direction of the magnetic
field produced by a coil can be determined by the right hand grip
rule. If the fingers of the right hand are wrapped around the
magnetic core of a coil in the direction of conventional current,
through the wire, the thumb will point in the direction the magnetic field lines pass through the coil
is called the North Pole. If a piece of ferromagnetic or iron are placed in the center, it increase the
magnetic field.

Some of the basic physical laws that govern this are:

 Ampere's Law
 Faraday's Law
 Hopkinson’s Law

Ampere's Law - Circuital law relates magnetic fields to electric currents that produce them. The
magneto-motive force (MMF) around a closed loop is equal to net current enclosed by the loop(s).
The magnetic field of a coil can be determined by summing the magnetic fields generated by the

number of turns around a circular core. F = N(I), F is the magnetomotive force, N is the number of

turns in the coil, and I is the current in the coil. The magnetic field at any given point is specified by
both a direction and a magnitude.
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Faraday's Law - Any change in the magnetic environment of a coil of wire will cause a voltage
electromagnetic force (EMF) to be "induced" in the coil. The voltage induced in a coil is
proportional to the number of turns and rate of change of flux. The induced current flows in the
direction that opposes the changing flux.

Hopkinson’s Law - is a counterpart to Ohm's law used in magnetic circuits. The law is named
after the British It states that F =ΦR m where F is the magnetomotive force (MMF) across a

magnetic element, Φ is the magnetic flux through the magnetic element, and R m is the magnetic
reluctance of that element.

Inductive loads are electrical loads that can involve a coil of wire, such as a
solenoid, electromagnet or a relay coil. A magnet coil is not only an
electromagnet but it's also an inductor. When power is applied to an inductive
load like a coil the current in the coil builds up and levels off at its rated current
(depends on the DC resistance of the coil, I = V/R). Current flowing in a coil
creates a magnetic field around the coil. Some energy is now stored in the coil's
magnetic field. When the current in the coil is turned off, the electrons don’t just
stop, the magnetic field’s that has creats its own electromagnetic force (EMF)
stored energy in the coil collapses. The energy from the collapsing field tries to
keep the current flowing in the coil. If this current has no place to go, a very high voltage is created
across the coil and switch contacts with its polarity opposite of the voltage that had been applied to
the load. The quicker the electrons are stopped the faster the magnetic field collapses, the greater
the generated the voltage trying to keep the electrons moving. The collapsing field’s
electromagnetic interferance (EMF) with its opposite polarity voltage causes
electrical current to jump the gap between the power controls contacts when
the contacts separate. This sudden short-term surge of current will also
produce EMI. The voltage spike can reach hundreds of volts and can
damage electronic parts. This high voltage will appear across the contact
when the power is turned off to the inductive load, and can severely shorten
the life of the contact. The typical coils voltage spike is between 3 and 10
times the input voltage, or around between 37.5 and 145 volts. On the
smiths clock it’s about 40 volts.

In the early 1930/50’s when Diodes were not available or when the Diodes were so large and
difficult to mount into a clock case Smiths used a non-inductive
discharge resistor to minimize the current flow through the
contacts. At the time the process of discharge was controlled
with a non-inductive discharge resistor. The resistance was
generally about the same as resistance than the coil. With
power on normally the current flows through the coil and when
the coils field power is cut off the non-inductive resistor is in
parallel with the coils resistance and the reverse polarity energy produced by the collapsing
magnet field is discharge through the non-inductive resistor and coil; protecting the power contacts.
The power consumed by the resistor will generate a small amount of heat, I2R (Ohm’s Law) in the
process, and keeps the voltage spike to well below 2 volts. Smiths early clocks used only a
resistor and then changed to a rectifier assembly and then the later ones changed back to a
resistor.

Smiths early design for a rectifier assembly design was
advanced for its time. The rectifier assembly consisted of a
plastic housing with an input contact a resistor spring
mechanically loading a metal rectifier disc (selenium rectifier) in
contact with the output contact. If the car power polarity was
reversed the full power current would flow through the rectifier
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assembly and damaged it. When the coil is connected to a DC power source, the diode is reverse
biased and does not conduct. When the switch is opened, the collapsing magnetic field creates a
reverse voltage across the coil, causing the diode to conduct. Current flows through the diode and
the coil until the energy from the magnetic field is dissipated. This was later called a fly-back
Diode and provides a current path to allow the reverse polarity voltage to flowing through coil until
the stored energy is used up. The Diode also clamps this voltage across the coil to below about
0.7V protecting the electronics. The original rectifier assembly is not available today, but there is
an updated replacement for it. Smiths used a color code system internal to the clock and case
markings to indicate the polarity of the clock. A green indicator was for negative ground systems
and a white/black indicator was for positive ground systems.

Updated rectifier assembly and is used to eliminate power Flyback, which is the sudden voltage
spike seen across an inductive load like the magnetic coil when its supply current is suddenly
interrupted. This Flyback rectifier reduces the spark and extends contact life.

The polarity of the power to the coil
creating the North and South poles
was not a real factor, the type of
ground positive or negative was;
because if the polarity was reversed it would damage or destroy the rectifier. More important is the
number of turns and size of wire around a coil, as it is directly related to the magnetic field strength
of the coil. The clocks coil has a soft iron “C” core armature, like a horseshoe magnet, that
positions the magnetic field and localized electromagnet close to the balance weigh iron sections.

The magnet coil that provides the sustaining energy has 7,500 turns of #42 magnet wire, each turn
averages about 0.89 inches/turn. With #42 Minimum diameter magnet wire with a resistance of
1.58 ohms per foot or 882 ohms for the coil, the wire would be about 6,700 inches long and with a
current less than 0.63 milliamps; would provide about 0.00002 pounds of force.

Magnetic flux is reluctant to travel through air. It is much easier for it to travel through iron. That is
also why the “C” arm is positioned so close to the balance weight. The air has a high reluctance,
and iron has a low reluctance. This is similar to resistance in an electrical circuit.
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In an electrical circuit, we have Ohm's Law, which says that voltage is equal to current multiplied by
its resistance. In a similar way, electromagnetic force is equal to the magnetic flux times the
reluctance. Thus electromagnetic force is similar to voltage, and magnetic flux is similar to current.

The electromagnetic force is produced by the coil. It is measured in ampere-turns, using the
electrical current in the coil, measured in amperes, times the number of turns of wire in the coil.
For a generalized example one loop around a coil with 1 ampere of current going through it would
be 1 ampere-turn of electromagnetic force.

The force created by the current flowing through the coils turns can be expressed as:
Force = (KA(N I)2) / (2 g2)
N = the number of turns in the solenoid
I = the current, in amperes (A), running through the solenoid
A = the cross-sectional area, in meters-squared, of the solenoidal magnet
g = the distance, in meters, between the magnet and the piece of metal
k = 4 π x 10-7 (a constant, 0.00000125663706 meters kilograms seconds-2 amperes-2)
Force= Newtons (1 Newton = 0.224808943 pounds force)

The balance weight has a 3 segment soft iron disc mounted on top of the brass balance weight.
This 3 segment disc allows the electromagnet to provide attractive and repulsive energy each time
the clocks spring loaded contact is made and power is applied to the magnet coil. The rest
position of the components is important to the performance of the clock works. If the clock is stop
at the rest position and there is insufficient gap between the contacts, there should be a small gap
represented by the 9 degrees in the figure between the contacts, the power will start to flow but will
not be enough to start the clock so it will just sit there sparking. If the balance wheels iron 3
segment disk is not located properly the magnet energy will not be uniform on each back and forth
cycle and the timing will be unequal and will affect the stability and accuracy of the clock. Each
Smiths clock is equipped with a time set control. This control also, when pushed in all the way,
grounds out the coil and energizes it. This stops the clock and provides a full magnet effect to
movement of the balance wheel to extend the movement of the balance wheel and building up
energy in the balance wheels hairspring to start the clock when the control is rapidly released.

The escapement is a double driving ring rotary type with an escapement driven wheel with
diamond shape teeth. This design dates back before 1931 (1931 patent 1826719 and 1934-
1965762 by Constant Battegay) when it was first patented with improvement in 1934 and 1948 and
then improved again in the in the 1937 (2084657) and 1950’s by Jaeger. The oscillation of the
balance wheel drives through its shaft and a double driving ring escapement and indexes one tooth
at a time a escapement driven gear with diamond shaped teeth mounted on a shaft with a wire
wound Archimedes screw type worm gear.

The escapement is constructed with two very thin steel rings on a flange mounted on the balance
staff. These rings are arranged to step or spin one tooth of the driven wheel per rotation of the

.03"
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balance wheel. The flanges are split, bent and open in such a way as to form two inclined planes
as shown on the figure. The space formed between the two split rings is just capable of
accommodating the entry of one tooth on the driven wheel. The teeth of the driven wheel are of
special diamond shape to allow the smooth movement over and through the split rings. This
escapement assembly should be positioned on the balance wheel shaft so that it center line of the
opening guides is in line with the driven wheel with the balance wheel at a rest position.

The upper flange moves in one direction rotating the driven wheel. The
tooth will be moved by riding on the inclined plane, half-a-tooth pitch. On
the reverse return swing the lower inclined plane will be moving to the
opposite direction the next or
following tooth which then also
moves half a tooth. This will provide
a full tooth rotation each cycle of the
balance wheel and escapement
wheel.

There is a friction spring riding on the driven wheel shaft to assist in stabilizing and preventing any
driven wheel inappropriate movement.

Period of oscillation, A balance wheel's period of oscillation
T in seconds, the time required for one complete cycle (two
beats), is determined by the wheel's moment of inertia I (in
Pound-inches2 or kilogram-meter2) and the stiffness (spring
constant) of its balance spring κ (in pound-inches per 
degree or newton-meters per radian): T = 2π√I/k.  Mass 
moment of inertia of solid cylinder of radius r, height h and
mass m is I=mr2/2


